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Lesson Plan
1. Forms and Attendance
2. Crowdaround 
3. What are programming languages?
4. Python and its uses
5. Variables and types
6. Trying it out



Forms and attendance



Crowdaround



Programming Languages



What are Programming Languages?
● A programming language is a language that computers 

understand
● All programming languages are basically the same
● Programming languages allow people to write programs that

1. Run in a given order
2. Remember things
3. Can repeat things
4. Make choices



All programming languages are basically the same...
printf(“Hello, World!”);

System.out.println(“Hello, World!”);

print “Hello, World!”

console.log(“Hello, World!”);

std::cout << “Hello, World!”

print_endline “Hello, World!”;;

C

Java

Python

JavaScript

C++

OCaml



Let’s talk about Javascript!
JavaScript is a programming language.

It’s the one you guys will be using!



Who Uses JAVASCRIPT?



A Simple Program...
https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programm
ing/new/pjs

var greeting = ‘Hello World!’;

println(greeting);

What will this code do? Try it out!

https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programming/new/pjs
https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programming/new/pjs


Wait, what just happened???
var greeting = “Hello World!”

This is 
the name 
of our 
variable

This is how 
we assign 

the value of 
our variable

This is the 
information 
we want to 
store in our 
variable 
(the data)



Data Types
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Variables and Types



What is a VARIABLE?
● You can think of a variable as a box with a name.
● We can put different things (i.e., different values) into the 

box
● Whenever we put something new into the box, we are getting rid 

of whatever used to be in the box

x = 5

x = 7

 5X

 5  7X



Give an example of a variable!



Let’s Review...
var greeting = “Hello World!”

This is 
the name 
of our 
variable

This is how 
we assign 

the value of 
our variable

This is the 
information 
we want to 
store in our 
variable 
(the data)



Why do we need variables?
Your program will never ever ever ever ever forget 

what’s in your variable!

Think of a variable as a box that you put a value in.

Once we have these variables, we can make them do anything 
we want! 



Variables and Types
● Just like we have types of data, we have 

types of variables
● On the last slide, we saw a variable of 

type string
○ We also have floats:  var x = 3.0
○ And ints:  var y = 5
○ And booleans:  var z = True



How do we know what’s in a Variable?
We can print the value of a variable onto the screen!

Here’s an easy way to see what’s in a variable:

print greeting

Hello World!



Let’s backtrack...
There IS a way to change what’s in your variable. 

For example…

var X = 5

X = 5 + 2

X = X + 5

 5

 5  7

 5  7  12

X

X

X



Try that out!
https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programm
ing/new/pjs

var X = 5;

X = 5 + 2;
X = X + 5;

println(x);

https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programming/new/pjs
https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programming/new/pjs


The Equals Sign



The Equals Sign
● In Python, the equals sign does NOT mean what you 

think it means!

var greeting = “Hello World!”

This means “take the value 
“Hello World!” and put it in 

the variable greeting.

The equals sign just means 
“put this value in this box.”



Another Example...
What happens in this code?

var Y = 10

var X = Y + 5

Y = X + 6

Now you’re a pro at variables!



Let’s Try It Out!
https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programming/new/pjs

Your job: Draw a shape and color it! 

Scroll down to the section called “Colors”.
There is a command there: fill(r, g, b)

Use this command to store a color in 3 variables named c1, 
c2, c3

Then use it in a picture! Use the other commands (or 
functions) to create your picture!

https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programming/new/pjs


Practise variables!
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming/p
rogramming/variables/p/challenge-bucktooth-bunny

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming/programming/variables/p/challenge-bucktooth-bunny
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming/programming/variables/p/challenge-bucktooth-bunny

